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but has also produced some other damages.
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Optical light microscopy has been used to analyze
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Optimering av transportsimulering för
infusionspåsar
- En studie i nötning av plast
Sofie Wallin
Fresenius Kabi är ett globalt företag som producerar läkemedel för hela världen.
Verksamheten i Uppsala är inriktad på att tillverka droppåsar med näringslösning. Påsen som
studerats i det här projektet har tre stycken kammare där de olika ingredienserna i
näringslösningen förvaras tills de ska användas på sjukhuset. Avgränsningen mellan kamrarna
kan lätt brytas om påsen rullas, vilket tillåter näringslösningen att blandas, se Figur 1.
Förpackningen till den inre påsen kallas ytterpåse och är gjord av en plast som inte släpper
igenom syre. Detta förhindrar att produkten bryts ned. Påsarna packas i en kartong, med flera
påsar i varje, innan den skickas till kund.

Figur 1: En droppåse med tre kammare för näringslösning förpackad i en ytterpåse.

Produkterna skeppas från Fresenius Kabi i Uppsala med lastbil till Brunna, för att sedan
transporteras till Stockholm. I Stockholm lastas de på fartyg för att transporteras till centrala
Europa och sedan vidare till i stort sett hela världen.
Under transport utsätts påsarna för vibrationer, det kan exempelvis vara vibrationer från
lastbilens motor, ojämnheter i vägen, från hastighetsökningar eller inbromsningar. Ibland gör
dessa vibrationer så att plasten i påsarna försvagas och det blir hål i ytterpåsen. Vibrationerna
har olika påverkan på påsarna och förekommer olika ofta. I detta arbete antas att en av dessa
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vibrationer bidrar till genereringen av hål mer än de andra. Syftet med detta arbete är att
identifiera denna vibration och skapa hål med samma utseende som de som skapas under
transporten. För att göra ett sådant test har en skakmaskin, som har utvecklats av Fresenius
Kabi, byggts om för att kunna prova flera olika vibrationer.
Utseendet av hålen som uppkommer under transporten har jämförts med de hål som
skakmaskinen har genererat, både genom att titta på dem med blotta ögat och genom att
studera dem i ljusmikroskop. Två typer av hål skapas med skakmaskinen, den första typen av
hål har veck i plasten som omger hålet. Den här typen av hål är väldigt lik de hålen som
skapas under transporter. De uppkommer då påsarna åker emot kartongens sida vilket leder
till en upprepad veckning av ytterpåsen, vilket i sin tur försvagar plasten just där påsen
veckas. Det har också skapats en annan typ av hål som främst uppkommer då plasten glider
mot kartongens botten och blir varm, vilket gör att den får sämre motstånd mot nötning. Hålen
som skapas på detta sätt är mycket större och saknar veck.
Inget test skapade endast sådana hål som syns efter transporter. Detta beror troligtvis på att i
en verklig transport sker inte lika många vibrationer med hög påfrestning på så kort tid efter
varandra som i detta labb-test. Plasten hinner då svalna mellan varje glidning i lådan utan att
bli uppvärmd vilket leder till försumbar nötning. Det är möjligt att detta skulle kunna visas
genom att utforma ett test med pauser emellan varje skakning.
Skakmaskinen visar på goda möjligheter att kunna generera hål liknande de som har hittats på
ytterpåsar efter transport, men mer optimeringsarbete behövs innan den är klar för
användning.
Det har även byggts en nötningsmaskin för tribologisk testning av ytterpåsfilm och en motyta.
Utseendet på nötningen har jämförts med de hål som hittats efter transport. De tester som
gjorts med glidning mot kartong nöts mer än de som glidit mot en annan bit av ytterpåsfilm.
Märkena på filmer som nötts mot kartong liknar de stora hål som uppkommer då påsarna
glider mot kartongens botten i lådan. Utseendet på de märken som uppkommit då två
filmremsor gnuggats mot varandra liknar inte utseendet som finns på någon av de två
håltyperna, vilket gör att glidningen mellan påsarna kan uteslutas som en möjlig orsak till att
hålen uppkommer.
Nötningsmaskinen ger repeterbara och trovärdiga resultat vilket gör att den kan användas för
tester för att motivera nya materialval till förpackningar i och med att olika filmer kan
jämföras med varandra.

Examensarbete 30 hp på civilingenjörsprogrammet
Teknisk fysik med materialvetenskap
Uppsala universitet, juni 2015
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Definitions
The product and packaging
Parenteral nutrition:

nutrition given intravenously, in comparison to enteral nutrition
which is given to the patient orally.

Infusion bag:

a bag filled with
administration (1).

Peel seal:

a weak weld in the plastic packaging made to separate the three
fluid components in a bag. When the bag is rolled, the peel seals
break, letting the fluids mix before usage.

Three chamber bag:

an infusion bag where the ingoing components of the nutrition
solution are separated into three different chambers by peel
seals, see Figure 1. The components of the nutrition solution are
glucose, amino acids and fat emulsion (1).

Inner Bag

in this report, an infusion bag for parenteral nutrition that has its
components stored in three different chambers separated by peel
seals. There are ports in the bottom of the bag that are used for
filling and administration to the patient. The bag consists of a
multilayer film made of polymer materials.

Outer bag:

the outer packaging of the three chamber bag, made of a
multilayer structure of polymer based films with a ceramic layer
that functions as an oxygen and water vapor barrier. The
polymer film is semicrystalline and anisotropic.

nutrition

solution

for

intravenous

Figure 1: A three-chamber bag filled with nutrition solution, packed in an outer bag.
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Reclaimed products:

in this report, bags that get transport related holes on their way
to clients. The clients reclaim the products by sending them back
to Fresenius Kabi. The bags are then investigated by specialized
staff determining the reason for causing of the holes in the outer
packaging.

Cap:

The caps protect and hold the septum in place and are used as a
seal after the bag is filled.

Septum:

The septum is a somewhat rubbery barrier where an injection
needle can be inserted to add additives into the nutrition solution
or a spike for emptying of the bag when hung on an intravenous
pole.

Liner:

The outer layer of a cardboard.

Flouting:

The middle layer of a cardboard that provides cushioning thanks
to its wavy structure.

Machines
Shake rig:

An, at Fresenius Kabi, developed machine built for transport
simulation of infusion bags.

Wear rig:

A somewhat simple addition to the shake rig, which allows
tribology testing between different films or a film and another
counter surface.

Shake table:

a machine with a plate that can vibrate in a horizontal
reciprocating motion. The one used in this project is an Edmund
Bühler SM-30 Control with a frequency range of 0-5 Hz and a
fixed stroke length of 52 mm (2,3).

Impulse welder:

A welder that welds different plastics together by using heat and
pressure. The brand and model of the impulse welder are
Polystar®, 601 M.

Analysis tools
Optical light transmission microscope:
Is a microscope where the light is transmitted through the
specimen which makes it easier to study transparent samples (4).
The microscope is a Zeiss Axioskop.
Optical light microscope:

Used to study the samples from the wear rig. The one used for
this
project
is
a
Mitutoyo
337-965
K.
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1 Introduction
The product studied in this project is a plastic inner bag filled with nutrition solution packed
in plastic outer bag with an oxygen and water vapor barrier. The barrier in the packaging
prevents evaporation and decomposing of the nutrition solution (5). Somehow the outer bag
wears when transported for long distances and holes in the outer bag appear (6). To ensure
that the packaging fulfill the demands of a common transport, some transport simulations
have been done by an extern testing lab. The vibrations used for these tests are in a vertical
direction (4). In this study it is assumed that the horizontal vibrations are the ones causing the
wear on the packaging. Therefore it is of interest to develop an in-house method for transport
simulation that is custom made for the infusion bags.
Some work has been done earlier by M. Haglöf Dahlin testing different machines for transport
simulation and developing a shake rig for transport simulation of infusion bags. This paper
will continue the process of partially redesign and optimizing this equipment.
The obstacle that needs to be overcome is that when transported, the product is exposed to a
range of vibrations that differs in amplitude and frequency; to describe this kind of vibration a
model of a random vibration is often used. It is generally accepted that a random vibration
cannot be replicated with a fixed frequency vibration (7). However it is believed, by the
author, that the damages found on reclaimed outer bags can be reproduced by a fixed
frequency vibration and that the same transport related wear behavior can be initiated by the
developed shake rig, provided the right length of stroke, frequency and time. This simulation
would be custom made for the system “infusion bags in a cardboard box” and not a universal
solution for transport simulation. But this is also the reason why the hypothesis of using fixed
frequency to simulate the transport is a possible approach. If validated, this method will
provide a tool for validation of new packaging concepts and material choices.
The wear mechanisms have also been studied with a wear rig which is a tribology test set up
for studying wear of plastic films. The wear rig was developed as a part of this project and has
been helpful in the process of comparing wear resistance in films and to compare the amount
of wear between different counter surfaces.
There are several nutrition bags that differ in size, content and form. There are three products
packed in three-chamber bags, Kabiven®, StructoKabiven® and SmofKabiven®. The
difference between these three products is the fat emulsion, which does not matter in this
study since the packaging material is the same for all three products. The bags packed in
stacks of four, which is the maximal number of bags packed in one box, is believed to give
the toughest wear conditions (8). The Kabiven® 2053 ml is the heaviest bag packed in this
way. The worst case mass, with outer bag included, is 2500 g (9,10). Therefore has the focus
of this project been to study the transportability of Kabiven® 2053 ml.
The infusion bags are manufactured in Uppsala, by Fresenius Kabi AB. The business in
Uppsala develops products for parenteral nutrition and has clients all over the world.
Fresenius Kabi is a global health care company specialized in infusion therapy, medical
devices and transfusion technology, clinical nutrition and administration of life saving fluids
1

(11). At the factory, the nutrition solution is prepared, filled in inner bags, wrapped in an outer
bag and then sterilized. (12) The finished products are then packed in cardboard boxes before
shipped to clients.

2 Aim of project
The aim of this project is to:
Optimize and validate the use of the shake rig as a method to simulate transport
related wear on three chamber infusion bags. This will be achieved by changing
input parameters by using different approaches for time compression and remodel the
machine to fabricate holes with similar appearance as the ones found on reclaimed
products.
Identify the wear mechanism causing the holes by microscopy studies and by
studying the difference in wear depending on contact materials and outer bag film.
This is done by analyzing fabricated damages from transport simulation tests, bubble
test, light optical transmission microscope and comparison with literature. The work
process will also include building and optimizing a machine for tribology testing of
plastic films.

3 Theory
To be able to simulate a worst-case transport some knowledge about how and where
Fresenius Kabi ship their gods is essential, so is also basic knowledge of which vibrations the
products are exposed to in different transports. To analyze wear marks appearance and
understand the cause of wear some basic tribology is also presented in this section.
3.1 Wear
The appearance of wear marks will change depending on the wear mechanisms present. The
dominating wear mechanisms of polymers are abrasive, adhesive and fatigue wear (13,14,15).
To explain these kinds of wear situations a system of two moving surfaces in contact is used
as an example.
3.1.1 Abrasive wear
Abrasive wear appears when one surface has sharp peaks or when external particles are
introduced to the system. The particles can come from contamination or be created as a
consequence of wear on components in the system. There are two kinds of abrasive wear,
two-body and three-body abrasion. Two-body abrasion occurs due to sharp peaks or
embedding of particles in one of the surfaces. The particles need to be harder than one of the
observed surfaces to be embedded. This can be deceitful, the embedding of the harder
particles in the softest surface will cause wear on the harder of the two surfaces due to
scratching and plowing. Three-body abrasion occurs when there are loose particles between
the surfaces that roll and temporarily get stuck in some cavity and makes holes and marks on
the counter surface. (14,15)
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For abrasive wear to emerge the abrasive particles or spikes have to be fixated and harder than
the material that is about to be worn. Wear tracks from two-body abrasion often show long
distinct scratches in comparison to three-body abrasion where the wear tracks have a more
messy appearance with no clear scratches and lots of imprints, marks and pits due to the
particles often rough surface. (14)
3.1.2 Adhesive wear
Adhesive wear can be observed when the bonds created between the surfaces are stronger
than the secondary bonds between the chains in the polymer (16). This causes material
transfer between the surfaces and often smearing of the sheared material (14). The cohesion of
the polymer has a contribution due to entangling of polymer chains in amorphous polymer
materials; the more entangled the chains are the larger cohesion; this helps preventing of
adhesive wear (16).
3.1.3 Fatigue wear
The cracks are caused by introduced stresses in the material due to repeated mechanical load
cycles or by thermal or chemical impact (13,15). This phenomenon occurs whit relative low
stresses, often much lower than the yield stress (17). The loss of material is caused by local
stress concentrations that generate micro-cracks which propagates and forms a system. When
such a system of cracks has formed the mechanical strength of the surface has weakened and
particles detach. (14,16)
3.1.4 Temperature influence on wear
Polymers are sensitive to elevated temperatures since they have low glass transition and
melting temperature. With elevated temperature the secondary bonds between the molecule
chains weaken and can move relative to each other. This makes the polymer more ductile and
gets more sensitive to abrasive and adhesive wear. In addition to this, polymers have low
thermal conductivity, it takes long time for the heat to travel through the material and get
transferred to the surrounding, in comparison with for example metals. (17)
Different materials expand very differently when heated. Since the material in the outer bag
consists of several materials in layers, repeated cycles of elevated temperature might
contribute to introduce stresses between the layers. This might cause an elevated fatigue wear
and/or delamination. (17)
3.1.5 Creases and whitening
Creases are elevated from the rest of the surface of the film, which makes them contact spots
if the film is laid against a counter surface. Abrasive or adhesive wear on top of the creases
are then easier initiated, see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: To the left a microscopy picture taken with the optical light transmission microscope showing creases
in the outer bag film. The right picture demonstrates the small areas in top of the creases that becomes contact
spots and will be vulnerable against wear. The right picture is used with permission from Staffan Jacobsson,
from reference (14).

The creasing also generates localized plastic deformation on top of the creases since the film
is heavily strained in these areas. In thermoplastic polymers this local plastic deformation
creates small holes, called microvoids. If the strain is increasing, the microvoids increase in
size and merge into a crack. These microvoids are typically around 5 µm thick. (17) These
microvoids cause whitening on top of the creases due to scattering of light (18).
3.1.6 Wear apparatus
Common tribological test set ups are for example ball-on-disc or to cross to cylinders on top
of each other (14). These tests are often done with bulk material and there are few approaches
for testing wear of polymer films. D. J. Chalmers et.al. developed an apparatus for abrasive
wear testing where the film is fed through rollers and over abrasive pins (19). R. G. Bayer
et.al. wear tested polymer films by hammering the films with high frequencies against a steel
surface (20). Studying different test set ups for tribology testing it can be seen that there are
no standard apparatus for tribology testing; the test set up is formed to replicate the real wear
conditions as much as possible.
3.2 Transport simulation
The transport of products to clients is usually done with truck and cargo vessel. In some cases
like stock shortage, were time is a limiting factor, products are shipped by plane. Most
products are shipped from Uppsala by truck to Stockholm and then by cargo vessel to central
Europe where they are transshipped to other cargo vessels heading all over the world. (21)
When the products arrive in respective country there are a variety of ways in how the products
are shipped, some are picked of the pallets and handled as single parcels and in some cases
the pallet is kept intact all the way to the hospital. The trucks used for the shipping are
different from country to country, some are big semi-trailers and some are small package
delivery trucks. The suspension of the vehicles and the road conditions do also vary a lot.
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The boxes with three chamber infusion bags are packed 4 boxes per layer on the pallet, with
all boxes facing the same way. On one pallet there are 10 to 15 layers of boxes. (22) When
loaded on a truck the pallets can have either side facing the direction of travel.
3.2.1 Vibrations
During a transport the truck is exposed to vertical, lateral and longitudinal vibrations which
are transferred to the box. Since the boxes can be placed with both sides in the direction of
travel, the directions of vibrations that the box is exposed to will be described as vertical,
side-to-side and back-to-front, see Figure 3. The vibrations are generated from for example
motor vibrations, vibrations from tires, road roughness and changes in speed.

Figure 3: A truck and a cardboard box with the vibration directions shown.

To describe and simulate the vibrations in a transport random vibration is often used. The idea
of random vibration tests is that a range of different frequencies and amplitudes can be tested
at once. A random vibration can be described as a range of different sine waves with different
amplitude and frequency that are superposed, see Figure 4. This is a simplified explanation of
what random vibration is since the one showed below is not random, but when hundreds of
sine waves are superposed it will create a near to random pattern.
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Figure 4: A simplified model for describing random vibration as superposed sine waves. This is not the real case
of random vibration, but the principle of superposed waves is the same.

The range of frequencies varies for different transports, see Table 1.
Table 1 – Frequency ranges measured for different transports.

Transport
Truck
Ships
Aircraft

Frequency range [Hz]
0-200 (4), 0-300 (23), 0-400 (24,25)
0-300 (23)
0- over 2000 (23)

Vibration is often presented as root mean square acceleration, Grms (26). This report is only
considering the transports done with truck, since they have a higher Grms value and take
shorter time than transports with boat. The time for simulating a whole transport is to long for
an efficient transport test.
3.2.2 Sinusoidal motion
The reason for using a sinusoidal motion for the transport simulation in this project is that
random vibration is described with different models of superposed sine waves, see Figure 4.
Since the goal of this report is to generate the same wear as a random vibration motion, but
with only one frequency and length of stroke representing one sine wave in the random signal,
it is reasonable to use a sinusoidal motion.
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To calculate the acceleration from a sinusoidal motion, the following equation is used:
ʹߨ ଶ  ܨ ڄଶ ܦ ڄ
ܩൌ
݃

[1]

where G is the normalized acceleration, F the frequency, D the length of stroke and g equals
9.81 m/s2 (27).
3.2.3 Normalizing the severity of the test
There are several motions that can generate holes on the outer bags. The first movement is in
the end point of the motion and the bags meet the side of the cardboard box and wrench. The
second one is when the bags are wrenched and the creases slides against the cardboard or
another bag, see section 4.2. To be able to derive a formula for normalizing between tests, the
impulse has been used for developing a formula for the motion when the bag is hurled against
the cardboard side. The impulse can be written as:
[2]

 ܫൌ  න ܨԦ ݐ݀ ڄ

where I is the impulse, ܨԦ the force and t the time of the impulse (28).

To determine the force, ܨԦ , Newton’s second law is used:
σܨԦ ൌ ݉ܽԦ

[3]

where the sum of all external forces,ܨԦ , working on an object is equal to the mass of the bag,
m, times the acceleration, ܽԦ (28,29).

Observing only the bottom bag in the box there are one gravitational force from its own mass,
ሬሬሬሬሬԦଵ , and one from the three bags above it, ܹ
ሬሬሬሬሬԦଶ . There are two friction forces acting on the bag,
ܹ

݂ଶ . There will also be
one from the bag above, ሬሬሬԦ
݂ଵ , and one from the cardboard surface below, ሬሬሬԦ
ሬԦ ,
a force generated from the surrounding forcing the bag to move, ܲሬԦ, and a normal force, ܰ
holding the bag up from the surface below the bag, see Figure 5 .

N

W2

f1
P
f2

W1

Figure 5: The bottom bag with the mass, m, with forces, caused by vibrations from the surrounding, working on
it.
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These forces are put into equation [3]:
ሬሬሬԦଵ  ݂
ሬሬሬԦଶ  ܲሬԦ ൌ ݉ܽԦ
ሬሬሬሬሬԦଵ  ܹ
ሬሬሬሬሬԦଶ  ܰ
ሬԦ  ݂
ܹ

Since all bags have the same mass, m, W1 and W2 will be mg and 3mg respectively. The
ሬԦ (28,29). The
frictional forces are equal to a friction coefficient, µ, times the normal force, ܰ
normal force and the friction constant will not be the same for both cases since there are
different materials in contact and they are working on different positions of the bag.
ሬሬሬሬԦଵ  ߤଵ ܰ
ሬሬሬሬԦଵ  ߤଶ ሬሬሬሬԦ
՜ ݉݃Ԧ  ͵݉݃Ԧ  ܰ
ܰଶ  ܲሬԦ

To calculate ܲሬԦ which is the force that causes the impulse the vectors can separated into x- and
y-components (the x-axis is pointing in the same direction as ܲሬԦ and the y-axis in the same

ሬԦ ):
direction as ܰ

ݕො ǣ െ ݉݃ െ ͵݉݃  ܰ ൌ Ͳ
՜ ܰ ൌ Ͷ݉݃


ݔො ǣ െ ߤଵ ܰଵ െ ߤଶ ܰଶ  ܲ ൌ ݉ܽ
՜ ܲ ൌ ݉ܽ  ߤଵ ܰଵ  ߤଶ ܰଶ 
՜ ܲ ൌ ݉ܽ  Ͷ݉݃ߤଵ  ͵݉݃ߤଶ 
՜ ܲ ൌ ݉൫ܽ  ݃ሺͶߤଵ  ͵ߤଶ ሻ൯

The formula for P above is then put into equation [5]:

՜  ܫൌ  න ݉ሺܽ  ݃ሺͶߤଵ  ͵ߤଶ ሻ݀ݐ

՜  ܫൌ ݉ න ܽ݀ ݐ ݉݃ නሺͶߤଵ  ͵ߤଶ ሻ݀ݐ

Since m and g are constants and µ1 and µ2 are assumed to be constant during the short time of
the impulse, the impulse is equal to:
 ܫൌܽݐڄܥ

Where C is an integration constant. Observe that the time in this formula is the time of the
impulse not the time of the test. If a boundary condition is applied, that the magnitude of the
impulse is equal to 0 when t = 0, the integration constant is zero. The derived formula gives
that:
ܽ ן ܫ

If looking at the box and bags again, and imagining the bags are hurled into the side of the
box. What is happening is that every time the bag hits the side if the box the outer bag gets
wrenched and slides a little bit against the side of the box or the surrounding bags. The
severity of the hurl can be described with the impulse which, shown above, is proportional to
the acceleration of the bag. But it is not only the severity of the hurling that matter. The
8

number of times the bag is hurled is also a valid factor of the making of holes; this can be
described by the time of the test. This gives the following formula used in this project and
also in M. Haglöf Dahlin’s project for normalization between tests:
ܩ ݐ ڄ ൌ ܩ௧ ݐ ڄ௧

[4]

Where Gn is the acceleration and tn is the time that the tests get normalized against, Gt are the
test acceleration and tt the test time.
By using this formula for normalization, the severity of the tests is the same and the results
are easier to compare.
3.2.4 Time compression
To be able to simulate long distance trips time compression is used because of time saving
aspects. One kind of time compression often used for transport testing is the Basquin’s
formula, see Equation [5] (30).


ݐ
ܩ௦ǡ௧
ൌቆ
ቇ
ݐ௧
ܩ௦ǡ

[5]

Where tj is the time of the journey, tt is the time of the test, Grms,t and Grms,j is the root mean
square acceleration of the test and the journey respectively, k is a constant varying with
material of the tested component. The time compression is done by setting the ratio of the two
time values to for example 5 and then calculating the root mean square acceleration for the
test. A time compression greater than 5 times is not recommended (31).
The extern testing lab, Innventia, that do transport tests for Fresenius Kabi, has used k = 5 and
test time 120 min for time compression of their tests which have given Grms,t = 0.42g m/s2.
The frequency range used for these tests is 3-200 Hz. (4,32)
This formula is very similar to equation [4] except for the k-constant which describes the
damping in the system. The Basquin’s formula is developed for metal components. Typical
values for k are between 5-8 for metals and 2 for testing of packaging. The difference in k can
be explained by the fatigue response, like from a Wöhler diagram, which will be different for
a metal component in comparison with a packaging because of different damping properties
for the both systems. It is hard to make a Wöhler diagram or a fatigue test for packaged
products, and there have not been many, to the author known, correlation studies done to
validate the use of Basquin’s formula for packaging testing or to determine which k value to
use. Since k is a power constant an incorrect k value will result in large inaccuracy in the time
compressed acceleration value, Grms,t. The correlation between the severity of the test and the
actual journey can therefore be questioned. The Basquin’s formula should therefore be used
with carefulness regarding the k value and which material there is in the component tested.
(31)
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Basquin’s equation was developed for fatigue in metals and based on the Miner-Palmgren
hypothesis that fatigue is accumulative, see Equation [6].
௫

݊

ൌͳ
ܰ

[6]

ୀଵ

Where ni is the number of stress cycles at level i, Nfi number of stress cycles to failure with
stress level i, for a number of stress levels from 1 to x.
The analogy between the two formulas might not be apparent at first sight. The MinerPalmgren hypothesis describes that several fatigue cycles, at different severity levels, add up
together to cause failure in the component. Basquin’s formula describes vibration were the
stress level has been switched against the acceleration, G, and t stands for the number of
cycles. If Basquin’s formula is looked at with the same analogy as in the previous section
similarities becomes more apparent, see 3.2.3.

4 Development of transport test
In the process of developing an apparatus for transport testing reclaimed outer bags have been
analyzed to have a result for comparison with holes generated from the tests. The motion of
the bags inside a box has also been studied.
4.1 Analysis of reclaimed outer bags
Reclaimed outer bags have been collected and analyzed during the time of this project. The
transport damages have been studied with a camera and the light transmission microscope.
The positions of the holes are often in the area between the corners of the outer and inner bag,
the positions are marked with circles in Figure 6. There are also holes on the long sides of the
outer bag, these spots are marked with an ellipses; these holes are either very close to the weld
on the outer bag or in the area between the weld on the outer bag and the inner bag edge.
There are also a few holes where the outer colored caps are located, marked with squares.
(33,34,35)

Figure 6: A sketch of a three chamber bag wrapped in an outer bag, the circles mark where the holes on
reclaimed products appear.
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The holes found in all three areas described above are very similar in appearance when
examined with the naked eye. All marks observed on reclaimed products have creasing and
whitening, see Figure 7.
A

B

C

Figure 7: Transport damages photographed with a regular digital camera (34). A: Mark on an outer bag from
Mexico, there are whitening and creases visible and also a white powder, which is worn material. B: This bag is
from China, the creasing is more apparent on this bag, and the hole is visible. The horizontal white lines are the
weld on the outer bag. C: A mark on an outer bag from France, there are some weak creases and whitening.

There are several similarities between the different holes found on reclaimed outer bags.
There is some build up with material around the hole. Around the holes there is often
delamination. Creases can be seen leading up to most of the holes. The holes vary in size but
are quite small usually ranging about 400 - 600 µm, hard to see with the naked eye but easily
visible in microscope, see Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10.
C

A

B

C

Figure 8 - A reclaimed outer bag from Mexico (34). A: The hole. B: Worn material that has delaminated in tabs
from the film. C: Creases are often found leading up to the holes.
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C

A

B

Figure 9 - A reclaimed outer bag from Mexico (34). A: The hole. B: A melted appearance on the edge of the
hole, probably delaminated material that has been worn against a counter surface. C: A crease, leading up to the
hole.

C

A

C

B

Figure 10 - A reclaimed outer bag from China (34). A: The hole. B: Worn material on the edge of the hole. C:
Creases, leading up to the hole.

The holes found on the reclaimed outer bags are similar to the ones found by M. Haglöf
Dahlin on the one chamber bags called “type A”, even though it is not the same film in the
two different outer bags (6). Similar wear marks lead to the conclusion that similar wear
causes the holes in both cases.
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4.2 Analysis of motions
To determine which wear mechanisms are causing the holes, the lid of one cardboard box is
removed and the box is placed on a shake table. The motion of the bags relative to the box is
filmed with a high speed camera, with a capture rate of 240 frames/s, to make analyzing of the
motion easier. The shake table was used for this test since the shake rig was under
construction.
When the bags were studied, three possible motions for causing of the wear were detected.
The first one is the most straight forward one and occurs when the bags slide against the
cardboard. The second one occurs when the bag is accelerated and hits the side of the
cardboard box. This causes the outer bag to wrench between the side of the box and the inner
bag and could cause fatigue wear. It is also possible that the holes occur when the outer bag is
wrenched and creates small areas on top of the creases that will be more sensitive to abrasive
and adhesive wear.
4.3 Description of shake rig
The shake rig developed by M. Haglöf Dahlin has been remodeled and used in this project for
transport simulation tests. The shake rig consists of a steel plate with short edges that a box
can be placed on. The box is then secured with a wedge and a strap before testing. The
vibration plate can move in the back-to-front direction of the cardboard box, see Figure 11.
The bag has more space to move in back-to-front direction inside the box which is the reason
for positioning the shake plate in that direction. Input parameters are length of stroke, which is
the double amplitude, frequency and time. The software measures time and number of full
strokes made by the vibration plate.

Cardboard box

Wedge

Vibration plate
Figure 11: The shake rig with a cardboard box filled with infusion bags ready to be shaken.

4.4 Limitations in the shake rig
Reproducing the same wear marks as observed on reclaimed products, is quite complicated
due to the variety of input parameters. The limitation of the shake rig, se Figure 11, has been
one thing that narrowed the range of parameters down.
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Highest measured frequency for each length of stroke was tested with a counter that registered
the number of full strokes that the shake rig made. The number of strokes divided by the time,
in seconds, gives the frequency in the unit Hz. To determine if the shake rig is able to make a
test with a certain frequency, the calculated frequency based on the number of registered
strokes, was compared with the input frequency. The run was approved if the calculated
frequency did not differ more than ± 0,02 Hz compared with the input frequency. The
maximum stroke length was set to 90 mm, which is the longest distance one bag can slide
inside the box horizontally measured with a ruler.
The larger length of stroke, the lower frequency the shake rig was able to run; the resulting
area of possible input parameters can be seen in Figure 12. The minimal length of stroke is
set to be 1 mm, because of limitations in the shake rig.
10
9

Frequency [Hz]

8
7
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5
4
3
2

1
0
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50 40 30 20 10 9
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5

3

1

Figure 12: The maximal frequency measured for different length of stroke (33). The colored area represents the
possible input parameters that the shake rig is able to run. Observe that the x-axis is not to scale.

The range of stroke lengths is not that different from the ones used by M. Haglöf Dahlin,
which were 20, 30, 60, 70 and 80 mm. But the frequencies for the high stroke lengths differ a
lot. The 60 and 70 mm tests had the highest frequency at 6 Hz, which the shake rig was not
able to run with the test set up used in this project. This is probably because of the rebuilding
of the shake rig, creating a new plate for the cardboard box in a stiffer steel construction that
fastens on the top of the beam instead of on the side. In this way the momentum caused by the
flexing in each end point is eliminated. It is also a possibility that the lowering in runnable
frequencies are due to the much heavier bags tested in this test, they are large three chamber
bags compared to the quite smaller one chamber bags.
Another alteration is that the shake rig has been lifted off the table it was placed on and is now
standing on the ground which has decreased the resonance in the hole rig and more of the
energy generated by the servo motor is working on the bags instead of wandering through the
structure.
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5 Shake rig experiments
There have been several test series done with the shake rig to investigate the effect of varying
frequency, length of stroke and time on the creation of holes. Attempts to make a time
compression test from literature data have also been made.
5.1 Initial testing
To be able to narrow down the range of frequency and length of stroke, to something that
make holes in the packaging, some initial testing were done, see Table 2. The frequencies are
alternating between high, intermediate and low, and the same for the length of stroke.
What frequencies are high, intermediate and low for each length of stroke are decided by the
limitation of the shake rig, earlier presented in Figure 12.
The acceleration of the tests is calculated from equation [1]. To get an equal strain between
tests equation [4] was used. In this way tests with high frequency and length of stroke will
have a shorter time, and tests with low frequency and length of stroke a long time. The time
for Innventia’s tests was used for the normalization, tn = 120 min (4), and Gn = 0,1g m/s2 was
set from lateral and longitudinal Grms values from literature, se Appendix. The tests for this
test series were repeated once.
Table 2: Test series to narrow down the range of input parameters.

Length of stroke [mm]

Frequency [Hz]

High
High
High
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Low
Low
Low

High
Intermediate
Low
High
Intermediate
Low
High
Intermediate
Low

90
90
90
40
40
40
1
1
1

2.5
1.75
1
4.5
2.75
1
9
5
1

Gt [m/s2]
1.13g
0.55g
0.18g
1.63g
0.61g
0.08g
0.16g
0.05g
0.00g

Time [min]
11
22
68
8
20
152
75
243
6079

After running a test it is evaluated with a bubble test. The outer bag is cut in half, the inner
bag is removed and the edges of the outer bag halves are welded together with an impulse
welder. A septum is placed on the bag and a needle with 2 bar air pressure is inserted through
the septum to inflate the bag. After the bag is fully inflated it is submerged under water. In
this way it is easy to discover holes and the position of them can be marked with a water
resistant marker.
There are roughly two types of holes produced with the shake rig; the first ones occur in the
area between the inner bag corner and the weld of the outer bag marked with circles, see
Figure 13 . These have good agreement with holes found on reclaimed products, see section
4.1. Holes with this kind of appearance will be called “crease holes” further on in this report.
The other holes are larger and are placed right above or under the caps marked with squares.
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These holes do not have a similar appearance to the ones found on reclaimed products since
they lack whitening and creasing. They will be called “cap holes” throughout this report.
There were no holes generated along the long sides of the outer bag with these tests.

Figure 13 – A sketch of a three chamber bag wrapped in an outer bag; the circles show the positions of crease
holes and the squares cap holes generated from the shake rig.

B

C
A

C

C
Figure 14 – A crease hole made with the shake rig, with settings 90 mm, 2.5 Hz and 13 min (33). The
appearance of the hole is similar to the ones found on reclaimed products with creasing leading up to the hole
and there can be seen some delamination on the edge of the upper corner of the hole. The size of this hole is a bit
bigger. A: The hole. B: Some material that has been delaminated in a tab on the edge of the hole. C: Creases
leading up to the hole. This picture is two separate optical light transmission microscope pictures joined with
Adobe Photoshop.
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Figure 15 – A shake rig made cap hole with settings, 90 mm, 2.5 Hz and 11 min (33,34) The hole is not similar
to the ones found on reclaimed products, the size is larger and it lack creasing. The worn material seems to be
transferred to the counter surface in comparison to the holes on reclaimed products where some of the
delaminated material stays on the edge of the hole as tabs. This picture is two separate optical light transmission
microscope pictures joined with Adobe Photoshop.

The only tests that gave holes were 90 mm and 40 mm, both with the highest frequency in
respective case, see Figure 16 and Figure 17. The ones with 1 mm stroke length did not create
any holes.

90 mm

Number of holes

5
4
3
2

Cap holes

1

Crease holes

0
2.5 Hz, 11 min

1.75 Hz, 22 min
Frequency, time

1 Hz, 66 min

Figure 16: The result of the tests with a stroke length of 90 mm. The only combination of parameters that gave
holes was the one with high frequency (33).

40 mm

Number of holes

5
4
3
2

Cap holes

1

Crease holes

0
4.5 Hz, 7 min

2.75 Hz, 20 min
Frequency, time

1 Hz, 149 min

Figure 17: The result of the tests with a stroke length of 40 mm, (33).
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Of the two tests that gave holes, the test with 90 mm length of stroke produced more holes.
This is probably because of the longer length of stroke, which makes the bags slide more in
the box creating more cap holes. Neither one of the tests were able to generate only crease
holes.
5.2 Frequency
There were some tests done to see if there was any difference in the generation of holes
depending on the frequency. The only tests from the initial testing that gave holes similar to
the ones found on reclaimed products was 90 mm with 2.5 Hz and 40 mm with 4.50 Hz. But
none of these tests were able to manufacture holes similar to transport damages solely; there
were also holes of a more melted appearance, see Figure 15. Therefore, some testing was
done to see the effect of the frequency on the occurrence of the type of holes.
The tests with high frequency that have given holes in the previous testing were chosen as a
max level. The tests done earlier with intermediate frequency, served as a zero level were no
holes appeared on them. Three additional levels were chosen between these two frequency
levels, so that there were five tests in total for both 90 mm and 40 mm, see Table 3. The tests
were repeated once.
Table 3: Test series to investigate the effect of varying frequency, normalized with equation [4] with Gn= 0.1 g
and tn = 120 min.

Length of stroke [mm]

Frequency [Hz]

High

90

High

40

Intermediate
High

Intermediate

Intermediate

Gt [m/s2]
2.50
2.31
2.13
1.94
1.75
4.50
4.06
3.63
3.19
2.75

1.13g
0.97g
0.82g
0.68g
0.55g
1.63g
1.33g
1.06g
0.82g
0.61g

Time [min]
11
13
15
18
22
8
9
12
15
20

The result is that the tests with the highest frequencies for 90 mm stroke length were the ones
generating holes, see Figure 18. There were no holes on the tests with 40 mm stroke length.
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90 mm

Number of holes

5

Cap holes

4

Crease holes

3
2
1
0

2.5 Hz, 11 min

2.31 Hz, 12 min

2.13 Hz, 15 min
Frequency, time

1.94 Hz, 18 min

1.75 Hz, 22 min

Figure 18: The result from the tests with 90 mm stroke length and varying frequency (33,34). The tests with the
highest frequencies are the ones with holes. The 2.5 Hz test with a time of 11 min seems to have only crease
holes but earlier tests with the same setting have given cap holes.

5.3 Length of stroke
The second variable that can be varied is the length of stroke. Since the tests with varying
frequency did not show any tests with only crease holes. A test series with varying length of
stroke was made as seen in Table 4. The length of stroke is varied in 5 steps between high, 90
mm, to intermediate, 40 mm and between intermediate, 40 mm, to low, 1 mm. The frequency
was set to the highest possible frequency, based on the limitations in the shake rig, for all
tests. The tests for this test series were repeated once.
Table 4: Test series to study the effect of varying length of stroke, normalized with equation [4] with Gn= 0.1 g
and tn = 120 min.

Length of stroke [mm]
High
90
78
65
53
Intermediate 40
Intermediate 40
30
21
11
Low
1

Frequency [Hz]
High
2.50

High

4.50

Gt [m/s2]
1.13g
0.97g
0.82g
0.66g
0.50g
1.63g
1.23g
0.84g
0.44g
0.04g

Time [min]
11
13
15
19
24
8
10
15
28
300

The results from these tests are that the highest lengths of strokes were the ones that had
holes, see Figure 19 and Figure 20.
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Number of holes

2.50 Hz
3

Cap holes
Crease holes

2
1
0
90 mm, 11 min

78 mm, 12 min

65 mm, 15 min

53 mm, 18 min

40 mm, 24 min

Length of stroke, time
Figure 19: Tests with constant frequency at 2.50 Hz and varying length of stroke (33,34). The ones with high
stroke length had both cap- and crease holes.

Number of holes

4.50 Hz
3

Cap holes
Crease holes

2
1
0
40 mm, 7 min

30 mm, 10 min

21 mm, 14 min
11 mm, 27 min
Length of stroke, time

1 mm, 295 min

Figure 20: The result of the tests with constant frequency at 4.50 Hz with varying length of stroke (33,34). The
one with the highest stroke length gave cap holes.

Tests with high length of stroke generated holes; there seem to be a combination of high
frequency and length of stroke causing the holes.
5.4 Time
Since neither the varying frequency nor the varying length of stroke test series gave crease
holes solely an additional series was made were the time varied. This series was made to
study if either the cap holes or the crease holes had an accelerated wear behavior and
appeared earlier than the other. The tests with high frequency combined with high and
intermediate length of stroke was chosen as starting points since these tests had given both
crease holes and cap holes before. From the starting point the time was increased with two
minutes for one test and then decreased from the starting point with two and four minutes
respectively, this was made for both starting points, see Table 5. These tests were made three
times each to determine the scatter in test results.
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Table 5: Test series to see the effect of varying time.

Length of stroke [mm]
High
90

Frequency [Hz]
High
2.50

Gt [m/s2]

Intermediate 40

High

1.63g

1.13g

4.50

Time [min]
13
9
7
10
6
4

The results from the tests with varying time can be seen in Figure 21 to Figure 24. There are
more crease holes for the tests with 90 mm, 2.5 Hz than for the ones with 40 mm, 4.5 Hz.
There is a scattered distribution in the results between different tests. The amount of crease
and cap holes is larger for 90 mm, 2.5 Hz than for 40 mm, 4.5 Hz.

Crease holes: 90 mm, 2.5 Hz
Number of holes

8
6
4

Test 1

2

Test 2
Test 3

0
13 min

11 min
9 min
Time [min]

7 min

Figure 21: The number of crease holes for tests, repeated three times, with a stroke length of 90 mm, a frequency
of 2.5 Hz and varying time (34). The distribution of results have high scattering.

Number of holes

Cap holes: 90 mm, 2.5 Hz
7
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5
4
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2
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0

Test 1
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Test 3
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9 min
Time [min]
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Figure 22: The number of cap holes for tests with a stroke length of 40 mm, a frequency of 4.5 Hz and varying
time (34).
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Crease holes: 40 mm, 4.5 Hz
Number of holes
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Figure 23: Number of crease holes for the tests with 40 mm, 4.5 Hz and varying time.
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Cap holes: 40 mm, 4.5 Hz
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Figure 24: Number of cap holes for 40 mm, 4.5 Hz and varying time.

5.5 Time compression
Since a test replicating an actual journey would have a very long test time, time compression
is used for this test series. The previous tests have not given tests with crease holes solely;
therefore the effect of the k-value in Basquin’s equation, see equation [5], were examined by
making a time compression based on acceleration data from Brazil, Japan, Thailand, USA and
Sweden found in literature, see Appendix. The median of these values was used as Grms,j for
the time compression, see Table 6.
Table 6: The calculated median of longitudinal and lateral acceleration values for different truck transports, see
Appendix.

Median of all longitudinal and lateral Grms values:

0.22g

m/s2

Calculated acceleration values for k equals to 5, 2 and 1 can be seen in Table 7. The k=1
represents equation [4].
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Table 7: Acceleration calculated with equation [5], a time compression of 5 times and a G rms,j value of 0.22 g
m/s2 was used.

k
5
2
1

Calculated acceleration [m/s2]
0.31g
0.50g
1.12g

For each acceleration value the frequency was calculated for lengths of strokes between 1-90
mm, using equation [1]; the result can be seen in Figure 25. For raw data see Appendix.
25
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Figure 25: The frequency versus length of stroke for time for different k-values in a Basquin time compression
and an area showing the capacity of the shake rig.

The time of the journey was calculated from measuring distances traveled with truck
measured with Google Maps for China and Mexico, which were the ones with most reclaimed
outer bags due to transport damages when the tests were set up. Later on, outer bags from
France arrived and would have been taken into account if there were enough time to make
these tests.
The longest distance shipped with truck for bags delivered to China is from Uppsala to
Urumqi with a total distance of 3500 km; see Appendix for calculations and shipment
information. The corresponding shipment to Mexico is from Uppsala to La Paz, which is a
distance of 4700 km. If an average speed of ca. 70 km/h is assumed, the time for the journey
can be calculated. The test times can be calculated as in Table 8. When put into equation [5],
the maximum recommended time compression, 5 times, was used.
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Table 8: The longest distances for shipping from Uppsala to China and Mexico with calculated time assuming an
average speed of ca. 70 km/h.

Destination
Urumqi, China
La Paz, Mexico

Distance shipped
with truck [km]
3500
4700

Calculated time for
the journey, tj [h]
50
67

Compressed time for
test, tt (x5)
10 h
13 h, 30 min

The tests for simulating a trip to China were chosen to be tested first since a shorter test time
is preferred of convenience and efficiency. The acceleration value used was k = 2 since it is
recommended for testing of packaging (31). The length of stroke was chosen to be high,
intermediate and low in the same way as previous tests, except for the low stroke length
which was chosen to 7 mm instead of 1 mm due to limitations in the shake rig, see Figure 25.
The frequency was chosen to intermediate since the highest frequency combined with 90 and
40 mm stroke length had holes after much shorter times. The test set up can be seen in Table
9.
Table 9: Test set up for the test series with time compression of literature acceleration values and calculated time
representing the severity equal to a shipment to China.

Length of stroke
High
Intermediate
Low

[mm]
90
40
7

Frequency
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

[Hz]
1.7
2.5
6.0

Gt [m/s2]
0.52g
0.50g
0.51g

Time [h]
10
10
10

The tests with high and intermediate stroke lengths both gave holes that had crease holes
solely. However hole on the test with high length of stroke did not look like the crease holes
on reclaimed products, see Figure 26. The test with intermediate length of stroke did on the
other hand have a hole with creases leading up to it, see Figure 27.

Figure 26: A light transmission microscope picture for the time compression test with high stroke length and
intermediate frequency. There is a crease visible, but no hole. The appearance of the mark differs from the crease
holes found on reclaimed products.
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Figure 27: An optical light transmission microscope picture of the hole produced with Basqiun time
compression, an intermediate length of stroke and frequency. There are a lot of creases around the holes; the
edges of the holes are similar to the holes found on reclaimed products. There are several holes, which is not
common to see in such a small area and the shape of the holes is oval.

The results from these tests gives that the tests with Basquin’s time compression was able to
produce holes that resemble ones found on reclaimed outer bags. However these tests were
not able to produce holes with the exact same size and shape.
5.6 Summary
There have been a lot of different tests done in this report and to help deciding what final tests
to do an overview in form of a matrix was created. To make a matrix of tests the high,
intermediate and low concept was used once again. But not only for the length of stroke and
frequency but also for a third parameter: the severity of the test, which is the acceleration
multiplied with the time. The definition of the severity levels can be seen in Table 10.
Table 10: The definition of the severity levels which is acceleration multiplied with time.

Test series

Severity level
t*G [m/s2]

Definition

Normalized

2h * 0.1g

Low (l)

Additional

2h * 1g

Intermediate (i)

10h * 0.5g

High (h)

13h, 30 min* 0.5g

Extra high (H)

China
Mexico

Two additional test series was added since the gap between the test series with low and high
severity level was large. Since one test from the time compression test, “iih”, did produce one
crease hole without any cap holes, see Table 11. It is interesting to see if a test with extra high
severity level will produce more crease holes or cap holes, the “iiH” test was therefore added.
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The “hih” test did also produce a crease hole but the appearance of it was not similar to the
ones on reclaimed products.
The extra high severity test was time compressed with equation [5] using k = 2, a time
compression of 5 times and the acceleration and time values calculated in the previous section
for a shipping to Mexico.
Table 11: All 27 possible test combinations with the first letter standing for the stroke length, the second for
frequency and the third for acceleration multiplied with time. One additional test, “iiH” is also included. The
colored boxes show the results from the combinations that have been tested.
Mexico

iiH

China

hhh**
hih
hlh
ihh**
iih
ilh
lhh
lih
llh *

New

Normalized tests

hhi **
hii
hli
ihi**
iii
ili
lhi
lii
lli *

hhl
hil
hll
ihl
iil
ill
lhl
lil
lll *

: Tested, gave cap-holes
: Assumed to give cap-holes
: Tested, gave crease holes solely
: Tested, gave no holes
: Assumed to give no holes
: Not tested

* The test 1mm, 1Hz was made with an open box and the bags do not move at all, it is very hard to see if the
vibration plate moves at all. Since the tests with this low frequency and stroke length had very long test times it
is assumed that they don’t give any holes.** Since the test with same parameters but lower time, to the right in
the matrix, gave cap holes it is assumed that this test does to.

The test set up for tests made around the “iih” test can be seen in Table 12.
Table 12: The tests to fill in the test matrix around the “iih” test.

Test

Length of stroke [mm]

Frequency

[Hz]

Gt [m/s2] Time

ihh

Intermediate

40

High

4.5

1.63g

3 h, 4 min

ilh

Intermediate

40

Low

1.0

0.08g

62 h, 7 min

iiH

Intermediate

40

Intermediate 2.5

0.50g

iii

Intermediate

40

Intermediate 2.75

0.61g

13 h, 30 min Varying
severity
3h, 17 min

Varying
frequency

The result of the mapping is that none of the tests gave only crease holes and the “iih” test
which gave crease holes the first time was tested again to see the repeatability and came up
with cap holes as well, see Table 13. There were no tests with crease holes solely.
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Table 13: The resulting test matrix.

iiH

hhh

hhi ***

hhl

hih****

hii

hil

: Tested, gave cap-holes

hlh

hli

hll

: Assumed to give cap-holes

ihh ***

ihi ***

ihl

: Tested, gave crease holes solely

iih

iii

iil

ilh

ili *

ill

: Assumed to give no holes

lhh

lhi

lhl

: Not tested

lih

lii

lil

llh **

lli **

lll **

: Tested, gave no holes

6 Development of tribological test
To determine which wear mechanism causing the holes the wear in the contact between the
outer bag film and different counter surfaces materials could be examined. The aim is to
create a test that applied load on the film on a small area and simultaneously rub it against a
counter surface.
6.1 Description of wear rig
An additional module to the shake rig, the wear rig, was developed and built, see Figure 28.
The probe in the middle is free to move vertically but not in any other way, thanks to
bushings. The probes weight is 0.5 kg which equals an applied force of 5N. Weights can be
threaded on top of the rod on the top of the probe up to a total applied force of 25N, if every
weight adds 5N. The film is fastened on each side of the plate that holds the probe in place,
tight enough to prevent sliding against the probe but lose enough to not hold up any weight
from the probe. The counter surface material is stretched flat and fastened with strong tape on
the vibration plate.
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Figure 28 – To the left: the additional equipment to the shake rig for tribological testing, altogether called the
wear rig. To the right: A schematic sketch of the wear rig set up.

6.2 Repeatability
The wear rig shows good repeatability, the marks produced with the same load and materials
have the same appearance and size, see Figure 29. The picture to the left of each set is the
wear mark fastened against the probe and the picture to the right is the wear track fastened on
the vibration plate. The wear marks had the same amount of worn material around the marks
and the marks themselves are very similar in appearance. The wear tracks do also have the
same amount of wear and appearance, it shows some delamination in the wear tracks which
also is the same degree for all tracks.

Figure 29: The outer bag film tested with the wear rig with a force of 15N, repeated three times (35). The white
areas in the pictures are reflections in the outer bag film from the light source of the microscope.

The wear rig has also created a few results that are incoherent from the other ones with the
same settings; see the leftmost picture in Figure 30. This is not that frequent appearing and is
considered a small problem since there are three repetitive tests with each setting.
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Figure 30: The alternative film tested against cardboard with a load of 10N, repeated 3 times (35). The
repeatability for this test was quite poor. Observe that the picture in the middle has a different scale compared to
the other ones.

Another thing that might affect the repeatability is that the probe gets worn after a while, see
Figure 31.

Figure 31: To the left: the probe from the side. To the right: The probe head from above. The probe is lathed in
aluminium and some wear can be seen at the top of the probe even though it has not been in direct contact with a
moving counter surface except for the times when the film was worn through.

7 Wear rig experiments
The tests are done with 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 N forces, a length of stroke at 10 mm, a
frequency of 2 Hz and a time of 10 min. These parameters give an accelerated wear behavior
which is desired since the time is shortened for the test. Both force and frequency is elevated
compared to what the bag will be exposed to during transport. Even if the wear process is
accelerated, the wear behavior can be compared with wear marks from real transports. Each
test is repeated three times to ensure the repeatability.
There are two possible counter surfaces for the outer film to wear against, the first is the
cardboard box and the second is outer bag film from other bags in the same box. Tests with
both these cases are therefore done to see if any difference in wear can be seen. There is also a
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possibility that the inner layers of the outer bag film wear against each other, but since the bag
is vacuum packaged it seems unlikely that the inner surfaces could slide against each other.
The inside layer of the outer bag against the inner bag is not of interest because of the vacuum
packaging and because of the lack of holes on reclaimed products in the areas were the inner
bag is placed. Tests are run from 5 N and up to higher forces until the film wears trough or
until the applied force is 25 N.
There is also an alternative tougher film from the supplier which will be tested for comparison
with the outer bag film to see if it is an alternative for future outer bag film and to give
credibility to the test set up. This film will first be sterilized in 121°C and the same program
as for the 2053 ml Kabiven® bags to make them comparable (35).
The samples were prepared to minimize areas with visible deformation from sterilization. The
samples were therefore only cut from the top layer of the outer bag since the bottom layer has
marks from the autoclave trays. In addition to this the film was cut with the long side of the
strips in the same direction as the long side of the outer bag. The outer film is anisotropic and
to get the same wear as in the shake rig tests, the strips must be cut this way.
The cardboard were prepared by separating the inner liner from the fluting and the outer liner
to prevent the probe from burying itself into the fluting. The strips of cardboard were cut with
the sliding direction of the probe in the long side direction of the cardboard box.
7.1 Evaluation of wear on the outer bag depending on counter surface
There are differences in wear depending on counter surface. The wear rate against cardboard
is larger and holes appear in the film at the tests with an applied force of 20N, see Figure 32.
For the tests when the film is rubbed against itself the wear rate is slower and holes appear at
25 N, see Figure 33. There are also differences in appearance depending on applied load, see
Appendix.

Figure 32: Outer bag film that has been tested against cardboard with an applied force of 20N (35). Holes can be
seen in all three tests. The white areas in the pictures are reflections in the outer bag film from the light source of
the microscope. The weak scratching seen on the film is due to manufacturing and is not created during the test.
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Figure 33: Outer bag film tested against itself with an applied force of 25 N (35). Holes can be seen in two of the
images but not in the most left one. The white areas in the pictures are reflections in the outer bag film from the
light source of the microscope. The weak scratching seen on the film is due to manufacturing and is not created
during the test.

Comparing the wear mechanisms for the two cases above, some striking differences can be
seen. The first thing is that the tests with outer bag film as a counter surface have produced a
large amount of worn material both around the wear marks and around the wear tracks, see
Figure 34. There is no visible material transfer to the counter surface and the hole has a quite
rough appearance.
The tests with the cardboard as a counter surface have some worn material but not to the same
extent, see Figure 35. The edge of the hole is much more smooth and material is transferred
from the film onto the cardboard. Studying the upper edge of the hole closley there can be
seen some brown material stuck in the polymer. This is probably cardboard that has been
worn from the counter surface.

Figure 34: The outer bag film tested against itself with an applied force of 25N (35). The white areas in the
pictures are reflections in the outer bag film from the light source of the microscope.
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Figure 35: The outer bag film tested against cardboard with an applied force of 20N (35). The white areas in the
pictures are reflections in the outer bag film from the light source of the microscope.

7.2 Evaluation of an alternative outer bag film
The alternative outer bag film does have a lower wear rate against cardboard than the outer
bag film and does not break even with the test with 25N, see Figure 36. This film seems to
wear with the same wear mechanism as the outer bag film. This result gives credibility to the
wear rig since it is in line with how the supplier describes the properties of the both films.

Figure 36: The alternative film tested against cardboard with an applied load of 25N (35). The white areas in the
pictures are reflections in the outer bag film from the light source of the microscope.

To evaluate if the alternative film is an option for a new outer bag film some fatigue testing
has to be done.
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8 Discussion
8.1 Wear mechanisms and appearance of holes
The holes found on reclaimed outer bags appear in the corners of the outer bag and on the
long sides, between the weld in the outer bag and the inner bag edge. The crease holes found
on reclaimed products do always have whitening and creasing and leading up to the hole. The
whitening is probably caused by the large plastic deformation of the surface when the bag is
wrenched; creating microvoids which make the creases look white due to scattering of light.
Based on creases leading up to the crease holes combined with the fact that the holes appear
in the areas where the outer bag is wrenched repeatedly, it is concluded that fatigue wear is
the dominating mechanism for causing the crease holes. This conclusion is supported by the
tabs found around some holes, which indicate that neither adhesive wear nor abrasive wear is
present when the holes are created; if they were the tabs would have been worn down. It is
also possible that fatigue wear in combination with sliding against the cardboard when the
film is creased cause the holes. It has been showed with the wear rig that the outer bag film
has a large wear rate against cardboard. The appearance of such wear marks have similar
appearance with crease holes found on reclaimed products which mean that adhesive wear on
top of the creases causes the melted appearance and material transfer shown for some holes.
Abrasive wear has been suspected to be the mechanism for causing the crease holes since
there has been worn powder found in the boxes and around the holes, and since the outer bag
film consists of a layer of ceramic material which is hard there was a possibility that these
hard particles were the ones causing the holes. But when the appearance of the holes was
compared with the wear marks for film-film-contact it was clear that the rough surface around
the holes and the lack of material transfer representing abrasive wear were not similar to
something seen on reclaimed outer bags.
8.2 Shake rig
The alterations in the shake rig have made it possible to create holes similar to the ones found
on reclaimed products. There are strong similarities between the crease holes found on
reclaimed outer bags and the ones created by the shake rig, both have creases leading up to
the holes and some have material that has been delaminated in tabs on the edges of the holes.
The method is not fully optimized, since the presence of cap holes has not successfully been
prevented.
The crease holes generated from the shake rig are positioned in the corners of the outer bag
most often on the side where the handle of the inner bag is placed. No holes have been found
on the long side of the outer bag. This is because the outer bags have only been tested with
back-to-front vibration, whereas in a real transport the bags are transported with both short
sides and long sides in the direction of travel, and exposed to both side-to-side and back-tofront vibrations.
Another reason might be that it is the combination of back-to-front and side-to-side vibrations
causing the crease holes. The holes on reclaimed product do also appear on the long side of
the outer bag. Since the crease holes produced by the shake rig only appears in the corners of
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the outer bag it is possible that only half the fatiguing mechanism causing the crease holes has
been simulated. A combined test with both the horizontal vibration directions would give a
more true simulation of the transport.
Even though the crease holes created with the shake rig resemble the ones found on reclaimed
products a test that does not generate cap holes is to prefer. If the test also produces cap holes
it suggests that the motion of the bags is not the same as for a transport and there is an
insecurity that the test demands the right conditions out of the film.
The cap holes show clear resemblance to the wear marks for the film-cardboard-test, with
broad delamination and a smooth surface around the edges and also material transfer to the
cardboard. This suggests that the cap holes are generated from adhesive wear. It is possible
that the cap holes will disappear if the test is run in a side-to-side direction since the bags are
not allowed to slide as much in the side-to-side direction as in the back-to-front direction.
The presence of cap holes might also be explained by the accelerated test mode that comes
from using fixed frequency vibration with many high acceleration strokes after one another.
This causes heating of the plastic making it softer and more sensitive to adhesive wear since
the secondary bonds between the polymer chains are weakened. In a real transport there will
be time between these high acceleration hurls and the plastic would have time to cool off
before the next one. This might be prevented if a pause was added between each stroke
allowing the polymers to cool off. Further testing in this aspect might prove that fixed
frequency vibration is suitable for transport testing of polymer products.
The high length of stroke and high frequency are essential for the creating of the crease holes
since they are generated from when the bags are hurled into the side of the cardboard box
causing the outer bag to wrench between the cardboard side and the inner bag. There has been
no visible result that one of the hole types are generated before the other one, the time is
therefore not an interesting factor for optimizing in that respect.
The shake rig has shown high scatter in results. This might be caused by the positions of the
bags in the box before they are tested. In the work of further optimization and validation of
the shake rig it is important to make a statistical approach to this problem to see how many
tests that need to be done to secure a result.
The normalization formula is a good idea for comparing the severity of different tests since it
adjusts the time of each test. Tests with high acceleration will run a shorter time than tests
with low acceleration; which is logical in the aspect of generating holes. The drawback of
using this formula is that the frequency and length of stroke are hidden in the acceleration
value which makes it harder to overview the results. An approach just using frequency, length
of stroke and time for the test set up would also work, but the difficulty in this set up is to
estimate relevant time values. Another approach to get more of an overview and easier see
results might be to use multi variable analysis software for test set up and interpretation of
results.
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The tests with Basquin’s formula have not shown holes with the exact same appearance as
holes on reclaimed outer bags and have not given tests with crease holes solely. This might be
explained with the fact that Basquin’s formula is not suitable for fixed vibration. It is also
possible that the correlation between real transport and test is too far from its origin when it
comes to testing infusion bags since the formula has been developed for metals. Further
investigation, clarifying the effect of the k-constant on the calculated acceleration and what kvalue to use for infusion bags is necessary.
8.3 Wear rig
The wear rig gives consequent and repeatable test results. It is a good tool for comparing
different films in respect of adhesive and abrasive wear and for comparing of counter
surfaces. The distinguishability between different loads is efficient. With a bearing ball
holder, instead of the probe now used, it will be a valid and inexpensive method for wear
testing of polymer films.
There is some risk that the repeatability will change over time since the probe is worn. To
change the probe to a holder for a bearing ball might prevent increasing the contact area
which will lead to a decrease stress over time. The holder is supposed to fixate the bearing
ball; the ball can be released and rolled to a new position between each test. When the bearing
ball reaches end of life it is possible to replace it with a new one. This improvement would
secure the repeatability in the long term and make it possible to compare samples time apart
since the bearing balls are switched often and a new surface on the bearing ball is used for
each test.
The deviant results for a few wear tests might be caused by the many manual adjustments
performed each time when the samples are fastened. This is not considered being a big
obstacle for the future use of the equipment and possible to prevent with clear instructions of
measurements of the strips and with clear markings on the machine showing how the correct
settings should be.
The alternative tougher film has a much lower wear rate than the outer bag film when tested
against cardboard. It might for example be due to different materials in the film, thicker
layers, higher quality of the polymers or a different manufacturing process.
8.4 Preventing crease holes
Since the crease holes are generated when the outer bag is wrenched against the cardboard
side it is possible that adding thin layers of a material with high friction coefficient in the
bottom of the box and between each box will prevent the bags from sliding. This might be a
solution given that the introduced layers of material does not initiate a new wear behavior.
It is also possible to fill the boxes with styrofoam pieces that will damp the motion of the bags
in the box. Another idea is to make the outer bag smaller, making excess material around the
inner bag to a minimum which might decrease the wrenching. To prevent the bags from
moving inside the box the form of the cardboard box can be altered. By creating a cardboard
pole in each corner of the box and by punching holes in respective spot on the outer bag weld
them together again, the bags can be fixated if threaded on the poles.
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A change of film might also be a solution, but it demands developing a fatigue test testing
creasing of the plastic to determine if the film is a better choice than the current film.

9 Conclusions
Occurrence and appearance of holes found on reclaimed outer bags
·
·
·
·

The holes on reclaimed products appear in the corners and along the long sides of the
outer bag.
The wear marks do always have whitening and creases leading up to the hole.
The edges of the holes have either a melted appearance or delaminated tabs.
The crease holes are created when the outer bag is wrenched against the side of the
cardboard box as a consequence of fatigue wear and in some cases a combination of
fatigue and adhesive wear.

The shake rig
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

The shake rig has been further developed and generates crease holes resembling those
on reclaimed outer bags.
Further optimization is necessary since cap holes have not been prevented.
High frequency combined with high length of stroke generate crease holes.
The back-to-front vibration causes crease holes positioned in the corners of the outer
bag, between the weld in the outer bag and the corner of the inner bag.
To ensure reproducible and validated tests an investigation of scatter in results and its
causes is required.
Further testing needs to be done to determine if fixed vibration tests are suitable for
testing of polymer products.
The normalization formula is a good tool for comparing the severity of fixed vibration
tests.
The correlation between Basquin’s formula for time compression and an actual
transport needs to be further investigated for testing of infusion bags.

The wear rig
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

A tribological test equipment called the wear rig has been developed.
The wear rig gives consequent and repeatable results.
The distinguishability between different applied loads and counter surfaces is efficient.
The probe has to be remodeled to secure repeatable results for tests time apart.
The wear rate for the outer bag film is larger against cardboard than another piece of
outer bag film.
Adhesive wear causes generation of cap holes.
The sliding contact between two outer bag films is not contributing to the creation of
crease holes or cap holes.
The alternative outer bag film shows greater resistance against adhesive wear than the
current outer bag film.
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10 Response to Fresenius Kabi
The shake rig has good possibilities for development and areas to investigate and test further
are:
·

The scatter in results
It is of importance, if the method is going to be validated to have an approved
statistical number of repetitions that should be run for each test.

·

The vibration directions
This work has tested vibrations with the short side of the bags perpendicular to the
strokes. To generate all holes found on reclaimed products a combined test with both
vibrations perpendicular and parallel would be optimal. This might be possible with
some alternations in the shake rig allowing two positions so that the vibration plate
can be rotated and fastened with a 90° difference. Observe that a new optimization of
testing parameters is needed for such a test, since the sliding distance inside the box in
that direction is much shorter than the one tested here.

·

Pausing
Since the cap holes and the wear of delaminated tabs around the holes probably are
generated because of the heating of the plastic it would be interesting to investigate the
possibility of making pauses between the strokes allowing the plastic to cool off.

·

Validation for testing of new products
When an optimized method has been achieved it is of importance that it is only going
to be valid for testing of the system “infusion bags in a cardboard box”. To test other
products a new optimization and validation needs to be performed.

The wear rig has proven to be a valid method for adhesive and abrasive wear, and it is highly
recommended to use it to get further knowledge about how the different materials in the
packaging act together. Additional areas that might be interesting for future investigation is:
·

The direction of the outer bag film
The outer bag film has been tested in the direction of the long side of the outer bag
film. Since the outer bag film is anisotropic it might be interesting to investigate if
there is any difference in wear depending on which direction the film is worn. It is also
interesting to compare this result with the appearance of the holes found on reclaimed
outer bags.
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·

Evaluation of new packaging materials and films
When facing new material choices the wear rig will provide a good and inexpensive
tool for comparing wear of new materials against the ones used for the products and
packaging so that the new materials introduced do not cause an elevated wear situation
and in the long run give rise to reclaimed products.

·

Fatigue testing
The wear rig is not able to test materials in the aspect of fatigue wear. Since fatigue
wear is the wear mechanism causing the holes on reclaimed products it is interesting
to develop a fatigue testing equipment either by making an additional rig to the shake
rig or with the Gelbo Flex Tester.

·

Documentation
It might be helpful to collect all information like photos, microscope pictures and
notes of holes on reclaimed bags in one place for easy access. This will help in the
development of the shake rig and the fatigue tester and also in communications with
Innventia.

Regarding the current external vibration tests, it will be beneficial to have an open dialogue
with Innventia what products are tested and what damages, based on reclaimed product
investigations, that Fresenius Kabi expects to see from the tests. Some areas that need to be
discussed are:
·

Vibration direction
The tests done today are only done in a vertical direction which might be interesting
for testing the peel seals. But it is not interesting if testing against wear damages. The
possibility of testing in all three directions is interesting to discuss.

·

The k-value
Since the Basquin’s formula used for time compression is initially developed for
testing of metals, and a value of k equals to 5 have been used for Innventias tests, a
dialogue regarding a customization for Fresenius Kabi’s products, in this case the
system “infusion bags in cardboard boxes” might be helpful for further testing.
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APPENDIX
Table 14: Grms values for truck transport in Brazil, the trucks have driven with varying speeds between 20-100
km/h, very different distances and with different road conditions. (24) Observe that g is the gravitational
constant.

Vertical
Passo Fundo - RS
0,3449
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
0,4291
Campinas - SP
0,5591
Santos - SP
0,7206
São Paulo - SP
0,5706
Lages - SC
0,3142
Curitiba - PR
0,7621
Videira - SC
0,4193
Goiânia - GO
0,2127
Salvador - BA
0,6804
Videira
(SC)
- 0,5393
Belo Horizonte (MG)
Videira
(SC)
- 0,6943
Rio Verde (GO)
Goiânia
(GO)
- 1,1239
Salvador (BA)

Grms
[g m/s2]
Lateral
0,2198
0,3364
0,4699
0,5377
0,1958
0,1608
0,2462
0,51
0,0995
0,4388
0,1944
0,3625
0,4601

Longitudinal Load [kg] Distance
[km]
0,4438
6020
186
0,3092
463
103
0,3799
2150
94
0,2286
1264
145
0,24
1997
51
0,1609
3423
459
0,2172
2921
188
0,1739
1180
120
0,1993
2700
42
0,2508
1629
91
0,5798
19260
1306
Semitrailer
1,6828
26150
1481
Semitrailer
1,4917
17960
1848
Semitrailer
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Table 15: Grms values measured for truck transport in USA and Thailand. (36) Observe that g is the
gravitational constant.

Grms
[g m/s2]
Lateral

Longitudinal

USA
- 0,377
Freightliner,
light truck

0,12

0,066

Total Distance
load
[km]
[kg]
16000 Ca. 65

USA - Ford 0,207
Van

0,121

0,054

8600

Ca. 210

USA
- 0,231
Dodge Van
Thailand,
0,144
Bangkok Honda midsized car
Thailand,
0,259
Bangkok Nissan, pickup truck

0,252

0,053

8550

Ca. 200

0,108

0,091

N/A

Ca. 80

0,111

0,12

N/A

Ca. 80

Vertical

mostly on wellmaintained city
roads, with limited
high way travel
highway, innercity roads and
unpaved roads
both highways and
inner city-roads
Highways and
inner-city roads

Highways and
inner-city roads

Table 16: Acceleration levels measured for a cattle truck with air suspension on tarmac roads with speeds
varying speeds between 30-90 km/h, in Sweden (37). Observe that g is the gravitational constant.

Vovo FM12,
air
suspension

Vertical

Grms
[g m/s2]
Lateral

Longitudinal

0,67

0,5

0,63

Total
load
[kg]
N/A

Distance
[km]
N/A

tarmac road

Table 17: Acceleration levels measured for a truck transport in Japan with speed 70-75 km/h (7). Observe that g
is the gravitational constant.

Vertical
Japan 0,07
Mitsubishi
truck

Grms
[g m/s2]
Lateral

Longitudinal

0,055

0,015

Payload
[kg]
14000

Distance
[km]
850

400 km local
prefectural roads,
450 km highway
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Length of stroke, D, [mm]

k
Gt [g m/s^2]

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
9
7
5
3
1

2
0,501326441

1
1,121

Calculated Frequency [Hz] Calculated frequency [Hz] Calculated frequency [Hz] Limiting frequency [Hz]
1,3
1,7
2,5
2,5
1,4
1,8
2,6
3,5
1,5
1,9
2,8
3,5
1,6
2,0
3,0
4
1,8
2,2
3,3
4
2,0
2,5
3,7
4,5
2,3
2,9
4,3
5
2,8
3,5
5,3
5
3,9
5,0
7,5
6
4,1
5,3
7,9
6
4,7
6,0
8,9
6,5
5,5
7,1
10,6
6,5
7,2
9,1
13,6
8,5
12,4
15,8
23,6
9

5
0,30933539

Table 18: Calculated frequencies using Basquin’s formula with different k-values, a Grms,j = 0,22g m/s2 and a
time compression of 5 times. The orange area is possible parameters to run in the shake rig for k=2.
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China

Final desination

China

Germany

Countries
Sweden

Market Company to Hospital

Harbour to Market Company

Harbour to Harbour

Harbour to Harbour

Description
Factory to Harbour

Xi An, China

Shanghai, China

Bremerhaven, Germany

Stockholm, Sweden

Shipping from
Fyrislund, Sweden

Urumqi, China
TOTAL DISTANCE [km]:
Truck:
Boat:

Xi An, China

Shanghai, China

Bremerhaven, Germany

Destination
Stockholm, Sweden

2 220
26 000
3 500
22 500

1 249

20 336

1 889

Distance [km]
65

Truck

Truck

Boat

Boat

Transport
Truck

Table 19: Measured distances for a transport to China using Google Maps.
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Final Destination
MEXICO

Mexico

Germany

Countries
Sweden

Description
Factory to Harbour
Harbour to Harbour
Harbour to Hub
Hub to Harbour
Harbour to Harbour
Harbour to Hospital

Shipping from
Fyrislund, Sweden
Stockholm, Sweden
Bremerhaven, Germany
Friedberg, Germany
Bremerhaven, Germany
Veracruz, Mexico

Destination
Stockholm, Sweden
Bremerhaven, Germany
Friedberg, Germany
Bremerhaven, Germany
Veracruz, Mexico
La Paz, Mexico
TOTAL DISTANCE [km]:
Truck:
Boat:

65
1889
388
388
9800
3855
16 400
4 700
11 700

Distance [km]

Transport
Truck
Boat
Truck
Truck
Boat
Truck

Table 20: Measured distances for a transport to Mexico using Google Maps.
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H5 against
g
H5

5N

10 N

15 N

20 N

25 N

H5 against cardboard

5N

10 N

15 N

20 N

Film A against cardboard

10 N

15 N

20 N

25 N

